Școala cu clasele I-VIII

“GRIGORE MOISIL”
SATU MARE
Grigore Moisil
Sigle, emblem...

...and the mascot of the school
The school is in the old center of the town.
It was built in 1903, in eclectic style

and it is in perfect consonance with the architecture of the old center of the town
School Sign and Commemorative plaque

IN MEMORIAM

DARIU POP
(1877 - 1965)

eminent om de cultură, dascăl, publicist, poet, pictor, folclorist și compozitor

Direcția pentru Cultură, Cult și Patrimoniul Cultural Național a Județului Satu Mare
Present look of the school
Secretariat and Teachers’ Room
School Library
Physics and Chemistry Lab
Computer Science Room
School Gym
Students and teachers at work
Important events

Visiting the Town’s Library
Medieval Carnival
Commemorating Grigore Moisil, the saint patron of the school
Commemorating Mihai Eminescu
Maths contest…

… and awards
Meeting the Mayor of the town and the Prefect of the County
Cleaning Day in a park nearby
Celebrating European Spring Day
Celebrating Environment Day
Visitors from Ukraine…
...and from Japan
Collecting recyclable materials
Placing houses for birds
Pumpkin gallery on Halloween
Teacher training courses
Activity with representatives of the local Environment protection
Visiting Electrolux, a factory for household goods
Visiting the Parliament of Romania
Activities with nursery schools in the town
Activities with children in the local orphanage asylum
Visiting the Botanical Garden in Cluj-Napoca
Having Fun in Carnivals
Graduating Awards Ceremony
Students in pedagogical classes from Ioan Slavici College, at work
Visiting the monasteries in Moldova
Activities with representatives of the local Police
Activities with partner schools
Street Drawing contest
Sleighing
− built in eclectic style typical to the Austro-Hungarian Empire architecture of the late 19th century it is suitable for educational purposes with large and lighted rooms;
− since 1919 it keeps its status of state school but functions as a primary and secondary school with lessons held in Romanian;
− the school was built in 1903 with state funds and was named School Number 1; it belongs to the town’s patrimony; up to 1918 it is a state primary school with lessons held in Hungarian;
− Dariu Pop (1887-1965) is one of the personalities contributing to the fame of the school. He was headmaster of the school, then school inspector, founder of the first history and ethnography museum in Satu Mare, textbook author, composer and journalist;
- from the beginning up to present the school keeps its multicultural trait, having Romanian, Hungarian, German and Jewish students;
in 1974 -1975 a new building and a Gymnasium are built; with 1990 the Romanian educational system undergoes a process of democratization;
- in 1994 the school is named after the great Romanian mathematician Grigore Moisil: World famous scientist, mathematician, professor at the Faculty of Mathematics in the University of Bucharest, pioneer in mathematics, computer studies, automatics and cybernetics.
The first Romanian citizen awarded (post mortem) Computer Pioneer Award of IEEE Computer Society( IEEE-1996) Founder of the schools of Logics and Computer studies in Romania, supporter and encourager of the use of the first computers in Romania, initiator of teacher training and specialists in the field of computers within 2001-2008 the building undergoes a vast process of restoration meant to render its initial aspect.
ABOUT US:

HUMAN RESOURCES: - number of students 632 organised in 26 classes (13 primary classes – 13 secondary classes), teaching staff: 38, all qualified of which 34 full teachers, with doctorate- 1, first grade- 23, second grade- 8 and definitivat-3, beginner- 3; 8 –teachers with double or triple qualification in teaching, auxiliary staff:4 , cleaning and guarding staff: 7.

MATERIAL RESOURCES: classrooms-24; laboratories-2; consulting room-1; counseling room-1; school library (23856 books); gymnasium; there is internet connection and there are all consequent facilities available; laptops, video projectors, retro-projector, telephone, fax, copiers, printers, scanners, interactive smart boards, flexcamera.

SCHOOL MOTTO:
Tradition, professionalism and excellence

EDUCATIONAL OFFER: It is based on National Curriculum with extensions on basic subjects (Mathematics, Romanian, Physics, Chemistry); develops optional subjects meant to a thorough study of English and ITC,

OPTIONAL SUBJECTS: Good Manners, English for Kids, Computer Studies, Applied Mathematics, Entrepreneurial Education.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES STUDIED: English, French and German.

2009-2010 achievements
Attendance 100%; high school admission 100% (of which 98.85% in high schools and 1.15% technical schools)
7 students took part in National Contests and Olympics –national stage.
- finishing a school Comenius project Internet Journey Across Europe

Art clubs and sport teams of the school

Choir
Drama club (in English and Romanian)
Poetry club
Football team (boys)
Volleyball team (girls)
Basketball team (boys and girls)
„Orizonturi”school magazine team
Art club
Technological education club